Meeting with MDT TC Members
October 21, 2021 (22:00 in JST (13:00 in GMT, 9:00 in EDT))
Conference-Call Meeting on Webex/Zoom

Masato Oguchi, Chair of MDT TC
Ochanomizu University, Japan
oguchi@is.ocha.ac.jp
Agenda

- Policies and Procedures for TAs approved
- TA Membership
- New TC on Quantum in Consumer Technology
- Outcomes and Opportunities
- Call for webinars tutorials
- Conferences
- Journals & Magazines
- Discussion, Q&As
Technical Activities - Policies & Procedures

- Policies and Procedures (P&Ps) for TAs approved
- Rev06 (June 16, 2021) available at http://tiny.cc/sanjuz
Technical Activities Membership

- Invite colleagues to join the TCs
- Share the link to the Membership Application Form
  - https://ctsoc.ieee.org/technical/technical-committees-maf.html
New TC on Quantum in Consumer Technology

- Creation of the new (15th) TC on Quantum in Consumer Technology started
  - https://ctsoc.ieee.org/technical/technical-committees/qct-tc.html
Outcomes and Opportunities

- Outcomes produced by and opportunities offered to TC members
- New page created with all details, check them periodically
  - https://ctsoc.ieee.org/technical/outcomes-opportunities.html
Call for webinars tutorials (always open)

- Submit proposals via

- Full schedule of events at

- Inform the TC Officers, so that to acknowledge this contribution and link it to the TC
Conferences

- Conferences with open calls
  - https://ctsoc.ieee.org/conferences.html
Journals & Magazines

- IEEE Access Section on Consumer Technology just launched, now accepting submissions
- All publications accept proposals for Special Issues
Discussion

Q&As

Thank you